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Award presented by WSA –

Martha Floro: Recipient of the 2009
George Floro Award for Service
By Carol D. Miller
University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse
President of the WSA
Each year the Wisconsin Sociological Association honors a
member with an established record of outstanding service to the
discipline. Service is defined in a number of ways, including activities
that enhance an understanding of sociology.
The WSA’s Award for Service is rightly named for George Floro,
who continues to demonstrate service to the discipline through his
dedication to our organization. However, anyone who knows George,
knows that he has always served the discipline and his community
alongside his wife and partner, Martha. This past spring, Martha Floro
passed away.
Martha Josephine Ford grew up on the family farm in Odessa,
Missouri and went on to attend Graceland College, where she met
George.
She served her country by doing secretarial work during World
War II and edited the Daily Revielle, Louisiana State University’s paper,
where she earned a degree in journalism. When the family moved

to Guam, she
served as editor
of a civil service
newspaper
for U.S. Navy
personnel.
W h i l e
George taught
sociology at UWEau Claire, Martha worked in social services in the community, all
while raising her family.
When she retired and she and George moved to Alpine, Texas,
they founded the organization, Big Bend People & Goats (with a
youth worker co-founder and many others). In Alpine, Martha and
George built Floroland their goat farm, where they were able “to live
gently with nature and contribute to the community.” Martha lived by
this motto by volunteering at the Sunshine House, singing, quilting
and inspiring future authors. She also worked with the West Texas
Democratic Women and the Sierra Club, and joined in fellowship
with other members of the Religious Society
of Friends.
Martha Floro was a communitarian long
before sociologists regularly used that term.
Martha was a birdwatcher, photographer,
writer, quilter, farmer market goat products
seller and crossword puzzle solver.
Once at a WSA meeting between sessions,
she had a crossword puzzle out. “I really enjoy
these. I like to be thinking,” she said.
She didn’t attend WSA meetings just to
be near her husband. She attended sessions
that interested her most and enjoyed the
thought-provoking research, participated in
discussions, and impacted all who met her.
Martha will be missed.
Because we believe she epitomizes the
spirit of the award, Martha Floro is the 2009
Wisconsin Sociological Association’s recipient
of the George Floro Award for Service.

George Floro and Betty Tanksley
at the Fourth of July BBPG exhibit
in 2009. (Photo by Katie Floro.)

Themes for 2009: Look for the Craft
and Look for the Social Interaction
More people are expressing a serious interest in producing more
of their own food. To do that requires knowing how to do it: the craft
which requires the knowledge comes from both grassroots producers
and the experts. Bringing the two together is a source of discoveries to
have an impact upon practices.
The second theme of 2009 is a volitional theme to be realized as a
passionate commitment. It is one of the most misunderstood requisites
for the word for it voluntarism is avoided by experts and producers
alike. The ridiculous substitute is sometimes references to being animal

lovers. Knowing the craft helps overcome this but the necessary levels
of commitment come mainly from social relationships: among the
animal raisers and between producers and the livestock. What is there
to look for and where is it found? Where and when is it not to be found?
Attend an exhibit and see for yourself. Passionate commitment comes
out of social interaction. Look for social connections or relationships
between animals and people. Start with the small children. Go on to
grown-ups who grew up with goats.

Theme for 2010: Celebrating Long-Time Goats
in the Lives of Desert Country People
Since this edition of the Goat Bulletin combines Fall 2009 and
Spring 2010, and there are multiple concurrent themes, your editor
offers a third for readers’ consideration.
“Celebrating Long-Time Goats in the Lives of Desert Country
People” certainly belongs with the previous twin themes held over
from 2009.

Residents of the Big Bend Region of West Texas are invited to
turn out for this year’s Goat Awareness Day (Wednesday, June 16th,
2010) and Fourth of July exhibits in Alpine.
Here you are likely to see all our themes in play. And hang on!
You too may be carried along on the tie of passionate commitment
among the goat people of this mountain and desert country.

Former BBPG President Larry Sheffield has a place for retirement (and sanctuary) in desert country.
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The Sheffield sanctuary in desert country.

Duvan
Lugo
(from
Norristown, PA) is pictured
relating to the goats. He is
the grandson of Carolyn M.
Evans and Virgil L. Evans
(who took this photo).

W

hat Duvan has done is what many children familiar with farm animals do. He overcomes resistance
by giving the animals something to eat. Experienced goat raisers may use lemon drops.
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Emilio showing his award for first place in his class of performers, fourth grade students. He is pictured
here with his teacher in the Marathon public school, Andrea Johnson.

For Social Fulfillment:
Know What You Are Doing

As the editor I want to provide a background for the next segment
in this issue of the Goat Bulletin. It does not speak directly about
goats but that will not stand in the way.
I received a telephone call from Emilio Briones inviting me to
come to a meeting of the Cowboy Poetry program in which he was
performing.
I attended and what was learned is a message often affirmed in
Big Bend People and Goats and is applicable for most teachers in the
field of animal agriculture.
A question raised is whether one knows from experience what is
being studied.
Emilio knows what he is talking about.
It is a cowboy hat.
It is what his grandfather wore and it is still on the coat rack in
Emilio’s home.
Indeed he knows what he is talking about! It has been taken into

his own life.
Perhaps doing this is one of the best ways of overcoming the
excesses of professionalism and bureaucracy that fragment knowledge
in contemporary societies.
Learn from a fourth grader in the public school in the town of
Marathon.
All of you with an interest in animal agriculture learn much that
you know with a special interest in craft and art – in those attempts
to do something!
A. Kelley Pruitt knew what he painted. He could sketch and
paint goats. If other professionalized artists knew goats they probably
could also. They too might have the promise that goes with it.
My favorite sociologist Charles Horton Cooley, once said that to
write poetry is an act of winning. Indeed, it is success or fulfillment.
Martha Floro, my wife for more than sixty years, had the mentality
of a poet from early years, and who loved the Briones children, would
have joined in the applause to Emilio’s presentation about the cowboy
hat. She would have understood.
-- From the Editor
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The Old Cowboy’s Hat
By Emilio Briones

And wild times
Of droughts and floods,
fires and wind.

The Old Cowboy’s been gone
Two years now
His hat still hangs on our hat rack
That hat can tell stories from
When my Grandpa wore it.
Of ordinary events
Like checking windmills and feeding cows.

Emilio and his family are represented at the celebration.
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I tried it on the other night
Just to see if it fit.
I was surprised that
It was now too small for me to wear.
It’s just been two years.

Crafts for a social
movement

So you want to expand the groups of people who participate in a
social movement to revitalize agriculture and food consumption. You
know that it takes a social movement to achieve notable changes in
agriculture, otherwise it remains captured by masses of bureaucracy
guided by what sells or what tastes good whether or not it is healthy.
The place to start may not be a letter to the editor in the local
newspaper. A better place to begin may be the local farmers market.

Look for the crafts of the producers. And do more than take advantage
of the produce. Learn and share the crafts of production. Learn how to
cook that prolific squash. Where is the best place for milking a goat?
Go to the farmers market not only to buy or sell but to learn the crafts.
Learning what is happening in the public news is a secondary benefit.
The craft is number one!
And remember that a social movement requires more that selfish
interests in having one’s own properties, like my goats or claims that
one breed of goats is far superior to all others. That is foolishness! It is
playing a status game rather than attempting to advance agriculture
in gardening or animal husbandry -- trying to feed hungry people.

Deborah Tout.

I

n 2009 Mark Foster and Deborah Tout published Organic Gardening West of the Pecos.
When customers at the market make purchases they can ask not only how to cook what
they are buying but also how to grow it!
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Buying and selling.

Mark Foster speaking with a customer passing through from Kansas.
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Martha
Floro
was somebody at the
Farmers Market.
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One of the regular goat milk customers, Cindy Satelo, buying food at the Farmers Market.
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Front and back on the milk stand out in the open. Galen and Tara Mack learn husbandry from the internet.
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Shelter for goats in the Macks’ herd not being milked.

Six 2009 Alpine buck goats from the Floroland herd were placed with milk producers for outstanding milk
production. (Photo by Virgil L. Evans.) The Macks and Sally Roberts also donated high-producing dairy animals.
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Dual purpose (meat and milk) Scandinavian Ridgeback crosses. They can be conditioned for
the milkline but are strong and can send a message that the herd belongs to the goats, not to
misguided goat raisers. They like lemon drops!
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Laddie’s wisdom

What might Laddie, a two-year-old Nigerian Dwarf breeding
buck say if his smartness revealed itself in people talk.
“If you are in the wilderness of Sunny Glen surrounded by

predators: Don’t talk!
And if remaining motionless does not prevent exposure: Be
prepared to move like lightning!
(There are no substitutes for guard animals like dogs and donkeys.)

Laddie.

Four of eight goats sired by Laddie in 2009. (Photo by Virgil L. Evans.)

I

n People and Goats one may be encouraged to select quality over breed, but the high quality
Nigerian Dwarf goats can be very good for the homestead families.
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W

here Laddie comes from at
Brenham, Texas.

Dr. Lou Nuti and Joann B.
Jelke. Dr. Nuti arranged for the
purchase of Laddie from Joanne at
Brenham, Texas. Ms. Jelke is known
for bringing Blue Bell Ice Cream to
Texas.

Dr. Nuti is a breeder of several goat brees. Here are some of his Boer goats.
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Lou’s championship Boer.

An Alpine doe among
Dr. Nuti’s breeding animals.
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Inside the cheesemaking area of the
Sally Roberts Dairy in
Marathon.

S

ally Roberts of Marathon relates well
to her animals.
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Some of the donated animals from Sally Roberts’ herd.
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Presenting two new members of BBPG from the Terlingua ranch,
Electrical pole was origin of
Yahannah and Tia Yisaeli (2008).
the fire.

B

ig Bend People and Goats may have the good fortune of having as participants an extending family
from Terlingua, Texas. The two principal members of the family are Yahannah and Tia Yisaeli. Raising
milk goats is intensive work and shared labor is desirable. This extended family provides an opportunity
to view something that is widely found in many rural areas. As youngsters become participants in the
family they take in much that everyone in the family knows: the care of the animals, the feed they get,
the disbudding, etc., etc. In surveys one can get information or validate it from several sources. The goats
have entered the lives of everyone in the family. And everyone knows the achievements, the routines,
and the setbacks, such as the destruction of their house during an electrical storm.
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Goats that had been donated to the
family.

Reviewed by Theresa Zelazny
This interesting narrative begins with a road trip in
2004, in the Chinese Year of the Goat. Margaret and her
boyfriend, Karl Schaty, decide to travel the United States
to answer the question, do they want to make a future
together with goats?
Their journey begins at home in New York City with
cheese and Max McCalman, Maitre Fromager at both the
Picholine and its sister restaurant, Artisanal Fromagerie
and Bistro.
Max is also author of The Cheese Plate.
Margaret and Karl have the educated palates of those
who casually seek variety at their local farmers markets
and latest restaurant offerings. For them, Max offered a
revelation of the rarified and possible, a plate of slices
of cheeses in their prime, pared with fruits and other
morsels that brought out the perfection of each.
With this ideal, Margaret and Karl visit almost every
state in the nation. They camp and travel by car to explore
the many facets of the goat, its byproducts and meet

their kind and enthusiastic handlers; farmers, breeders
dairymen, buyers, cheese makers, chefs, spinners and
promoters. Along the way they sell goat puppets, Karl
takes pictures for their book and they plan their wedding.
Psychologically leaving New York City behind, they
answer their question, and settle in the country, have
kids, one of whom is their daughter.
This book was cleverly done, clearly by one who
enjoys writing. I recommend this little vacation for the
imagination.
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A look backwards; Excerpt from the New York Times, April 5, 1988 –

“Alpine Journal; Small-Town Newspaper
For Wide-Ranging Beat”
Alpine, Texas – Like most small-town newspaper editors, Bob
Dillard has to worry about minutiae of rural life ranging from ribbon
cuttings to soporific chamber of commerce meetings.
Unlike most small-town editors, however, he has to cover an area
larger than many states. In his circulation area, a district football game
can be 240 miles away, residents can come home to find mountain lions
in their trees and the local telephone company has 3,200 customers in
an area the size of New York State.
Such is life at the Alpine Avalanche, circulation about 5,000, a
beacon of heart-warming constancy and revealing change in the vast
reaches of West Texas.
(Discussion of letters to the editor follows here.)
A particularly affecting letter by George Floro recently lamented
the Avalanche’s continuing insensitivity toward goats and, by
implication, those who raise them.
“Prejudice toward goats has been a special interest of mine for
several years,” Mr. Floro noted. “I have named it ‘goatism’ and in some
ways it is more interesting than racism, sexism, ageism, etc. It is less

political, a purer form of abuse.”
...
Like most small-town publishers, he (Dillard) has to walk a fine
line between being a journalist and being a businessman.
“We’re in between the dog and the hydrant,” he said.
But at least he walks that line in an area where everyone is
passionate about where they live.
A recent contributor to the Avalanche’s poetry column, Aaron
William Edwards, put it this way:
I know darn well that I’m correct
That most outsider don’t respect
The air, the land, our way of life
They know but envy, greed and strife
. . . But while in our enchanted place
I’ll tell them this, and to their face:
Don’t dare come here to soil, besmirch
These mountain lands! This is my church!

Social Relationships for Service Volunteers
By George K. Floro

One must be someone.
One must enter into some collective life where one is known and in
which there is interaction within groups.
One cannot remain a nobody or entirely separated from what is going
on.
(Some notes that may be suitable for a Sociology 101 class)
I am not sufficiently involved in a Farmers Market in Alpine to be
anybody there. My wife is (written in 2008). In my own way I remind
her of her special role at the farmers market. I tell her that she can sell
our dairy products there, but “just do not talk to anyone!” Of course
she must talk to other people there. She supports our dairy. There are
some people who go to the farmers market not to buy or sell, just to
talk! Do not be distracted by this.
People who become volunteers can learn by becoming aware of
situations in which they are nobody -- they are unknown. To be a
volunteer one must be known! The impact that a volunteer has seems
to depend upon the number and the reputation of the volunteer’s
sponsors.
In other settings a volunteer may be in the society with all other
unknown people in particular settings!
Become aware of where you do not fit. Someone asked me, “What
do you think about gay marriages?” It is outside of my world, but I
could not get away with that if I was a volunteer among them.
Let me tell you about something that happened to me recently. I
was visiting in South Dakota and on a trip to a large city in the state
my son took me into a CD store and I was overwhelmed by what
seemed to be thousands of recordings. My son was very much at home
- knew just where he wanted to go and finally bought two or three
recordings to cherish. It all seemed entirely outside of my life. I told
my son afterward that if there is life after death I now know what it is
going to be like for me. If it is like this I am going to say “Where in

the hell am I?” Where you volunteer should be your turf? If it is in a
county jail with fifty prisoners you can speak to every one of them and
know everyone employed in the jail and gradually build up a network
of judges, the Sheriff and even those jailers who may be afraid of the
prisoners and may belong outside in a squad car chasing bad guys.
Dr. Wright and I both spent some time at the University of
Chicago and I have never talked to him about the Reynolds Club where
I worked as a student employee or about life on the local streets after
dark, where one may get the strong suspicion that this becomes about
as close one can get to life without collective life. On rare occasions I
might have to go out on the streets to a store after dark. I dressed for a
situation in which social life had disappeared. I pulled the collar of my
coat up, pulled my hat down, put my hands in my pockets, walked on
the outside of the sidewalk toward the street, and talked to no one! At
a Fort Worth rural sociology meeting I forgot how to survive in such
a situation. I was on the way to the conference hotel thinking about
the paper I was going to present and not paying much attention to my
surroundings. A little man came out from the building to interrupt
me. A much bigger man remained back close to the building. I made
the mistake of talking. Of all things I said, “I am busy.” The little man
shouted, “You Son of a bitch!” And I walked on and got to the session
on time.
Be prepared for surprises in this attempt to increase awareness of
collective life. I had taught at Berea College in Kentucky before taking
a two year teaching assignment at the College of Guam in the Western
Pacific. At both of these colleges the relationships between teachers
and students was very close. People knew each other. At the end of the
two year period I came back to the states ahead of my family to teach a
course on political sociology in one of the California state universities. I
got a room for the summer near the Berkley campus because I thought
the library facilities would be better there and I had to travel several
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miles by city buses to the state university where I taught. I expected
impersonal relationships but to my complete surprise I might as well
been back in the mountain communities in Kentucky. People knew
each other as regular passengers and did friendly and thoughtful
things for each other. (That is like the association at a farmers market
in Alpine, Texas.)
*Note to Dr. Paul Wright who invited George Floro in 2008 to
speak to a Rural Sociology class about volunteering.
Here are copies of a paper written in 1986 on the main objectives
of a volunteer in a county jail. (Distributed to class participants) They
are to overcome negative prejudice: humanize relationships and restore
dignity. When this was written I was already an experienced jail visitor
but still learning about volitional behavior in collaborative roles within
service programs. The inquiry has continued in the agriculture sector

(with goats and the people who raise them) and also in the education
sector with attention upon sources of revitalization to speed up
learning processes. My most recent work is on outlining sociological
imagination as craft as a distinctive approach to learning (in addition
to the gradational methodology of science).
I keep coming back to the previous work done as a jail visitor.
For example, it appears that the impact of the jail visitor depends, as
already stated, upon the size and nature of a volunteer’s sponsors.
I am planning to speak to your students about social relationships
for volunteers. I may start with Barack Obama’s affirmative volitional
message of bringing people together who need each other. There was
some space provided for it in his campaign speeches. How will he
provide for it as the President?

Discovering and Applying Craft for Sociological Practice
at the Level of Sociology 101 and Above
(Illustration in two sectors)

In this presentation it is assumed that craft for sociological
practice, an applied side of the disciple, could be greatly expanded if
sociologists knew how to do it or, if they already know, wanted to do
engage in the practice. Its potential is illustrated in two sectors.
The first selection is on how a background in social relationships
as a complexity in sociology contributes to an understanding of service

volunteering (from the sector of voluntarism).
The second selection comes out of public participation in collective
life often in the framework of an entire society or some action center
in it. The name associated with it is Sociological Imagination. Tasks
associated with it are to identify “contradictions” and to explore ways
to resolve them as social problems.
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Judge Val Beard persenting the Goat Awareness Day 2009 proclamation for Brewster County.
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Vice President Rev. Daniel Wolf and George Floro beside the Big Bend People & Goats banner on the courthouse lawn.

Visitors interested in becoming goat raisers.

Information about Goat Awareness
Day is posted at the courthouse
entrance.
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Relationships
are
well
establisted at the courthouse
exhibits in June 2009. People and
goats come together!
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A relationship developing on the courthouse lawn.

“On his own” this
youngster is looking at the
goats and establishing a
relationship!
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Not only for youngsters!
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Blondie, a goat from Don Bryant’s herd, pictured with her doe kid.

Relationships develop
on the courthouse lawn.
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Is that goat kissing
the tree?
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Showing off for a visitor.

P

eople come to enter into a
relationship with the goats
exhibited by Big Bend People &
Goats on the Fourth of July 2009 in
Alpine, Texas.

Lorraine Tout, a professional accountant, recognizes quality
in these 2009 Alpine dairy goat kids in the Fourth of July exhibit.
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Little goat, you are in heaven!

Exhibit at the city park on the Fourth of July, 2009.

S

ocial excitement followed by rest . . .
or looking for what is next.
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Waiting to come into contact on both sides of the fence.

Contact! Success!
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George Floro and an informed visitor at the Fourth of July BBPG exhibit in 2009.

Finding each other.
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We are “people-watching!”

Trying to get the goats’
attention at the Fourth of July
2009 exhibit.
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The visitor (above) may be too attractive (dressed for a celebration) for the goats to enter into a relationship.

Thank You, Local Veterinarians
What do local goat raisers give high recognition for to veterinarians? What makes them say THANK
YOU (VETERINARIANS)?
It is not that university certificate hanging on the office wall or other forms of professional achievement.
It may not be professional status or their store of expert knowledge. It is found as part of the service. They
can do things. Combined with the knowledge is craft as an important side of service – the practice. It was
sewing a shredded teat back together so that the entire udder is restored. The goat returned to the milk
line as good as ever. It is removing two dead kids from a doe and saves her life. We goat raisers THANK
YOU.
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The John Kuenstler herd in Sanderson, Texas.

Wake up, little goat, you are in heaven. (Picture taken at the Fourth of July exhibit.)
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The goats are looking at you!

Goat Bulletin
ATTN: Editor
P.O. Box 1495
Alpine, TX 79831
Telephone:
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E-mail:
gkfloro@sulross.edu
Website:
www.corch.net/bbpg

Copies of the 2009-10 Goat Bulletin will be printed and delivered in
the U.S. upon request for $12.00 (includes $2.00 shipping/handling) during
2010. Send the request to the printer:
EArth and Sky Enterprises
P.O. Box 5
Wilmot, SD 57279-0005
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